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The yeast Cyc8 (also known as Ssn6)–Tup1 complex regulates gene expression through a variety of mechanisms, including
positioning of nucleosomes over promoters of some target genes to limit accessibility to the transcription machinery. To
further define the functions of Cyc8–Tup1 in gene regulation and chromatin remodeling, we performed genome-wide
profiling of changes in nucleosome organization and gene expression that occur upon loss of CYC8 or TUP1 and observed
extensive nucleosome alterations in both promoters and gene bodies of derepressed genes. Our improved nucleosome
profiling and analysis approaches revealed low-occupancy promoter nucleosomes (P nucleosomes) at locations previously
defined as nucleosome-free regions. In the absence of CYC8 or TUP1, this P nucleosome is frequently lost, whereas nucle-
osomes are gained at –1 and +1 positions, accompanying up-regulation of downstream genes. Our analysis of public ChIP-
seq data revealed that Cyc8 and Tup1 preferentially bind TATA-containing promoters, which are also enriched in genes
derepressed upon loss of CYC8 or TUP1. These results suggest that stabilization of the P nucleosome on TATA-containing
promoters may be a central feature of the repressive chromatin architecture created by the Cyc8–Tup1 corepressor, and
that releasing the P nucleosome contributes to gene activation.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Corepressor complexes do not interact directly with DNA but are

brought to target gene promoters through interactions with se-

quence-specific DNA binding repressors (Payankaulam et al. 2010).

The yeast Cyc8–Tup1 complex was the first transcriptional co-

repressor to be defined (Keleher et al. 1992; Cooper et al. 1994).

Subsequent identification of corepressors in other organisms, such

as the proteins CTBP1 (Chinnadurai 2003), NCOR2 (Heinzel et al.

1997; Nagy et al. 1997), NRIP1 (Rosell et al. 2011), and SIN3A

(Silverstein and Ekwall 2005) in mammals, and Groucho (Buscarlet

and Stifani 2007) in Drosophila demonstrated that corepressor

functions are essential for normal cell growth, response to envi-

ronmental signals, and developmental cues.

Many corepressors function through the organization of

chromatin into a structure that is not conducive to transcription.

Most are directly involved in the recruitment of histone modifi-

cation enzymes such as histone deacetylases (HDACs) (Zamir et al.

1997; Burke and Baniahmad 2000; Li et al. 2000; Davie et al. 2003;

Perissi et al. 2010), histone methyltransferases (Shi et al. 2003), or

histone demethylases (Shi et al. 2003) to target gene promoters.

Cyc8–Tup1 recruits HDACs to target promoters, and Tup1 directly

interacts with under-acetylated histones H3 and H4 to stabilize

association of the corepressor with the repressed gene in a feed-

forward regulatory loop (Watson et al. 2000). The Cyc8–Tup1

complex can also act independently of chromatin alterations to

repress transcription through negative interactions with compo-

nents of the RNA polymerase II holoenzyme (Conlan et al. 1999;

Smith and Johnson 2000; Papamichos-Chronakis et al. 2002).

However, the mechanism of this inhibition is not well understood.

Previous studies of the effects of the Cyc8–Tup1 complex on

chromatin structure have been limited to a few target genes. These

studies revealed a variety of effects of the corepressor on chromatin

architectures. In some instances, Cyc8–Tup1 influences nucleo-

some locations only in the promoter region, as is the case at RNR2

and RNR3 (Li and Reese 2001; Davie et al. 2002). At other genes,

such as STE2 and STE6, Cyc8–Tup1 creates an array of highly po-

sitioned nucleosomes that extends from the promoter into the

gene body (Ducker and Simpson 2000; Davie et al. 2002). At the

SUC2 locus, recruitment of Cyc8–Tup1 causes even longer-range

chromatin reorganization, extending from upstream of the pro-

moter region into intergenic regions (Fleming and Pennings 2007).

These studies suggest that Cyc8–Tup1 may mediate chromatin

organization and gene repression via a variety of mechanisms.

To better define how these factors influence transcription

patterns and chromatin organization and to determine whether or

not a ‘‘core chromatin alteration’’ might be universally associated
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with Cyc8–Tup1-mediated repression, we carried out genome-wide

nucleosome mapping and gene expression studies in wild-type cells

and in cells lacking either CYC8 or TUP1. Our data confirm that the

functions of these proteins significantly overlap, but also reveal that

loss of TUP1 causes a greater number of chromatin alterations than

does loss of CYC8. We also find evidence of a promoter-associated

nucleosome in what is typically thought of as a nucleosome-free

region (NFR). Stabilization of this nucleosome appears to be a cen-

tral role of Cyc8–Tup1 complex in transcription repression.

Results

An overview of the high-quality nucleosome data

To define genome-wide changes in chromatin caused by loss of

CYC8 or TUP1, nucleosomes were prepared from isogenic wild-

type (BY4742), cyc8D, and tup1D cells after varying degrees of mi-

crococcal nuclease (MNase) digestion, followed by isolation of

mononucleosomal DNA and sequencing. Three replicates of each

strain (nine samples) were subjected to Illumina sequencing,

yielding a total of 464 million reads (Table 1). About half (50.73%)

of the reads passed quality filtering and could be uniquely mapped

to the yeast genome. Visual inspection of individual genomic re-

gions revealed that the data obtained were in general highly re-

producible between replicates of the same strain (Supplemental

Fig. 1); no reads were mapped to the open reading frame (ORF) of

CYC8 in the Cyc8D strain or TUP1 in the tup1D strain, respectively;

however, corresponding reads mapped to the flanking regions

appear reproducible among replicates, suggesting that the knock-

outs were correctly made and had no adverse effects on the sur-

rounding regions.

Previous work revealed that there are about 50,000–70,000

nucleosomes in the yeast genome (Jiang and Pugh 2009); each

nucleosome has an ‘‘occupancy level,’’ which refers to the fre-

quency at which the nucleosome is present in a given cell pop-

ulation (Fig. 1A). We identified a total of 66,167 nucleosomes by

pooling all nine samples. A similar number of nucleosomes could

also be identified from each individual sample (Table 1). Pairwise

Pearson correlation analysis indicates that nucleosome occupan-

cies between replicates are highly reproducible, with correlation

coefficients all higher than 0.90 (Fig. 1C); we also observed sig-

nificant overlap of high-occupancy nucleosomes between repli-

cates with Fisher’s exact P-values lower than 1 3 10�300 (Fig. 1C).

Although the nucleosome data were highly reproducible,

some differences between replicates could be observed. We were

interested in whether the nucleosome changes between the dif-

ferent strains were larger than those between replicates of the same

strain. Therefore, the top 5% of nucleosomes with the highest

standard deviation among all nine samples were selected for hi-

erarchical clustering analysis (Fig. 1D). The results indicate that

replicates from the same strain always clustered together. In-

terestingly, cyc8D strains clustered closer to wild-type strains,

whereas tup1D strains seem to be outliers, suggesting that loss of

TUP1 causes more changes at the nucleosome level than does loss

of CYC8.

Discovery of the P nucleosome

Previous reports indicate that nucleosome positions have a robust

pattern relative to gene structure. When nucleosome density is

plotted as a function of distance relative to the transcription start

site (TSS), a�1 nucleosome is positioned close to TSS from�307 bp

to�111 bp, and a +1 nucleosome is positioned from�5 bp to +144

bp ( Jiang and Pugh 2009). Following the +1 nucleosome, multiple

nucleosomes are well positioned along the gene body; a 100-bp

region between the�111 bp and�5 bp is free of nucleosomes and

is referred to as the NFR (Jiang and Pugh 2009). We observed

similar patterns in nucleosome occupancy flanking the TSS, con-

firming the quality of our data analyses (Fig. 1E).

However, when grouping nucleosomes relative to a common

genomic feature such as TSS, a small group of nucleosomes (low

nucleosome count) could have a high average occupancy, whereas

a large group of nucleosomes (high nucleosome count) could have

a low average occupancy (Fig. 1B). Under these conditions, low-

occupancy nucleosomes would be hard to observe based on oc-

cupancy analysis. Thus we plotted the nucleosome count instead

of occupancy flanking TSS, and as a result observed an additional

nucleosome between the�1 and +1 nucleosomes (Fig. 1E). Because

this nucleosome is located in the canonical NFR in the promoter,

we defined it as the P nucleosome in this study. Interestingly, the P

nucleosome was more distinguishable from the neighboring �1

and +1 nucleosomes in wild-type cells, whereas it is less enriched in

the absence of CYC8 or TUP1. Conversely, the �1 and +1 nucleo-

somes are more enriched in the cyc8D and tup1D strains relative to

the wild-type strain (Supplemental Fig. 2).

To further test whether a lower occupancy level is the reason

that this nucleosome was not reported previously, we separately

plotted the count of high-occupancy and low-occupancy nucleo-

somes flanking TSS (Fig. 1F). The high-occupancy group showed the

canonical NFR as reported previously, with no evidence of the P

nucleosome. In contrast, the P nucleosome can be seen clearly in the

low-occupancy group and is even more abundant than the �1 nu-

cleosome. Another potential reason that the P nucleosome has not

been reported previously might be MNase overdigestion. Most pre-

vious nucleosome data were derived from fully MNase-digested

samples, resulting in loss of the P nucleosome in canonical NFR (Xi

et al. 2011). To test this possibility, we analyzed public nucleosome

data generated using complete digestion or partial digestion condi-

tions (Xi et al. 2011). As expected, data from completely digested

samples show a canonical NFR with no evidence of a P nucleosome,

whereas the P nucleosome could be easily observed in the data

from partially digested samples (Supplemental Fig. 3). Our mono-

nucleosomal DNA was isolated from an array of digestion conditions,

which made it easier to identify the P nucleosomes in our analyses.

Cyc8 and Tup1 show both common and unique effects
on nucleosome occupancy across the genome

Previous lower-resolution mapping studies suggested that the

Cyc8–Tup1 complex represses transcription by locking nucleo-

Table 1. A summary of the data sets generated in this work

Cell
type Replicates

Reads
count

High quality
and unique (%)

Nucleosome
count

Wild-type #1 43,299,462 47.95 66,247
#2 38,648,096 53.83 61,831
#3 37,061,628 43.12 62,445

tup1D #1 38,492,694 39.88 67,024
#2 75,843,736 46.02 65,530
#3 56,064,944 49.01 67,280

cyc8D #1 58,023,598 64.45 65,090
#2 46,975,834 43.19 64,684
#3 70,231,954 61.52 65,202

All — 464,641,946 50.73 66,167
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Figure 1. Nucleosome position and occupancy analysis based on high-quality maps enable observation of a P nucleosome on promoters. (A) A cartoon to
show nucleosome position and occupancy analysis at a single genomic locus in a cell population. Theoretically, nucleosomes (blue ovals) may be located anywhere
on a DNA fragment (blue solid line); ‘‘nucleosome occupancy’’ refers to the frequency at which nucleosomes present at a specific position. Technically, nucle-
osome occupancy can be measured by local sequencing depth (gray area under curve) at each nucleotide across the genome, and nucleosomes (gray bars) can be
defined as occupancy peaks whose sizes are close to a nucleosome unit length. (Blue dash lines) Copies of the same DNA fragment in different cells as labeled on
left. (B) A cartoon to show nucleosome position and occupancy analysis relative to a putative gene group. When grouping nucleosomes based on a common
genomic feature such as a transcription start site (TSS) or transcription terminal site (TTS), a group of nucleosomes (gray solid box) with high nucleosome count
(solid curve) might not be observable due to lower average occupancy (black area under curve) relative to neighboring nucleosomes. (Purple bars and dashed
lines) Different genes (labeled on left); (purple arrow) the transcription direction and TSS. (Blue solid lines) Genomic regions flanking a gene group. (Black dash
boxes in A and B) The same putative genomic locus. (C ) Venn diagrams representing the overlap of high-occupancy nucleosomes between replicates, with the
Pearson correlation coefficients of nucleosome occupancy between replicates shown below. All nucleosomes are used for calculation of Pearson correlation
coefficients, whereas the 50% nucleosomes ranked by occupancy were retrieved for estimation of position overlap, with the overlapping P-value estimated based
on Fisher’s exact test. (D) Hierarchical clustering of all nine samples based on nucleosome occupancy. The top 5% of nucleosomes ranked by standard deviation of
occupancies among the nine samples were used in the unbiased clustering. (E ) Average nucleosome occupancy and count plotted as a function of distance to the
TSS or TTS. (F) Average nucleosome count of high- and low-occupancy nucleosomes plotted as a function of distance to the TSS or TTS.
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somes on or near the promoters of target genes (Roth et al. 1990;

Cooper et al. 1994). If so, then the removal of this complex should

result in nucleosome loss at Cyc8–Tup1 gene targets, consistent

with the loss of the P nucleosome in the cyc8D and tup1D strains

described above. To further address nucleosome changes related to

Cyc8–Tup1 functions, we examined nucleosome gain or loss

events at previously defined Cyc8–Tup1 target genes (Fig. 2A). In

general, nucleosome changes appear very reproducible between

replicates; nucleosome loss events tend to happen on promoter

proximal regions, whereas nucleosome gain was observed in both

promoters and gene bodies (Fig. 2A; data not shown). The HXT

genes, which are hexose transporters that function in the transport

of glucose across the cell membrane, are repressed by Cyc8–Tup1 in

the presence of glucose (Ozcan and Johnston 1995; Kim et al.

2003). The FLO genes, which regulate yeast flocculation, are re-

pressed by the Cyc8–Tup1 complex under normal growth condi-

tions (Fleming and Pennings 2001); on the promoters of these

genes and others, we observed an extensive loss of nucleosomes in

both cyc8D and tup1D strains relative to wild-type cells. However, at

other locations including known Cyc8–Tup1 target genes such as

STE2 (Cooper et al. 1994) and RNR3 (Li and Reese 2001), nucleo-

some rearrangement appeared to be more complicated; the major

nucleosome alteration for STE2 is a shift of the +1 nucleosome

toward the 59 direction. The �1 nucleosome also showed some

location shift in the same direction, whereas the �2 nucleosome

remained stable. For RNR3, nucleosomes became fuzzier at the 59

end of the gene body in the cyc8D and tup1D strains. This change in

fuzziness appeared to reflect a nucleosome occupancy decrease

at wild-type dyads and increased occupancy in wild-type linker

regions.

Our analyses indicate that there are approximately fivefold

more nucleosome changes (nucleosome loss and gain) in tup1D

strains than in cyc8D strains (Fig. 2B), suggesting that Tup1 has

greater effects on nucleosome organization. This observation

agrees with our unbiased clustering results based on the top 5%

high standard deviation nucleosomes (Fig. 1D). Since Cyc8 and

Tup1 have been characterized to work together as a corepressor

complex, we asked whether the genomic locations of nucleosome

Figure 2. Cyc8 and Tup1 show common and individual global effects on nucleosome positioning. (A) Snapshots of the nucleosome maps on some
known target genes of the Cyc8–Tup1 complex. The gene locus (purple arrows) is labeled at the bottom. Each of the top nine tracks represents nucleosome
occupancy (black area) in one sample, with the sample name labeled at left. The cyc8D-Wild-type and tup1D-Wild-type tracks show the occupancy
differences between the corresponding strains, with nucleosome gain (black; positive) or nucleosome loss (gray; negative) plotted separately. (B) Venn
diagrams showing the overlapping nucleosome gain and loss events of cyc8D and tup1D strains. The overlap P-value is estimated based on a Fisher’s exact
test. (C ) A heat map to show occupancy of each nucleosome in each sample. Each row represents a nucleosome, and each column represents a sample.
Only nucleosomes showing altered occupancy in cyc8D or tup1D strains were used in the plot. Samples were hierarchically clustered, and for each
nucleosome, the occupancy values from all nine samples were scaled to a range between�1 and 1. Nucleosomes were grouped and labeled based on the
Venn diagrams in B. (D) Count of nucleosome gain or loss events plotted as a function of distance to the TSS or TTS.
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changes in cyc8D and tup1D strains overlap. As expected, the

overlap between these strains was highly statistically significant

with a Fisher’s exact P-value <1 3 10�300; as a control, sites of

nucleosome loss in cyc8D strains showed little overlap with sites of

nucleosome gain in the tup1D strains, and vice versa, with a Fisher’s

exact P-value >0.99 (Fig. 2B). A quantitative analysis of nucleosome

changes in the two mutant strains in a high-resolution nucleo-

some occupancy heat map further confirmed a significant overlap

(Fig. 2C); a significant loss of nucleosomes in one mutant strain

relative to wild-type cells was often mirrored in the second mutant

strain (Fig. 2B,C, groups A, B, and C); a similar trend could also be

observed for a gain in nucleosomes (Fig. 2B,C, groups D, E, and F).

Taken together, these data confirm that Tup1 and Cyc8 work to-

gether in chromatin organization at many genes.

To further investigate the roles of Cyc8 and Tup1 in nucleo-

some organization, we plotted the count of the nucleosome gain

and loss events separately relative to gene structure (Fig. 2D). In the

cyc8D strain, the loss of nucleosomes (groups A and B) is enriched

on the promoters but is close to or lower than background levels on

the gene body. In the tup1D strain, nucleosome loss (groups A and

C) is observed on promoters as well as the 59 end of gene bodies.

Nucleosome gain (groups D and E, or groups D and F) events are

enriched on gene bodies in both the cyc8D and tup1D strains. No

big difference was observed in analysis of genes affected uniquely

by Cyc8 or Tup1 (groups B and E for cyc8D, or C and F for tup1D) or

in analysis of genes affected by both Cyc8 and Tup1 for the plot

(Supplemental Fig. 4).

Cyc8 and Tup1 show common and independent effects
on transcriptional regulation

To investigate the effects of Cyc8 and Tup1 on transcription, we

profiled gene expression patterns of cyc8D, tup1D, and wild-type

cells by microarray. Based on a Q-value cutoff of 0.05 and a fold

change cutoff of 1.5, 509 and 465 genes were up-regulated and

down-regulated in cyc8D strains relative to wild-type strains, re-

spectively. Similarly, differentially expressed genes were detected

in tup1D strains, with 564 and 620 genes up-regulated and down-

regulated (Fig. 3A). Regulated genes showed a significant overlap

between cyc8D and tup1D strains, with 365 common up-regulated

genes (P-value = 1 3 10�692), and 210 common down-regulated

genes (P-value = 1 3 10�204); as a control, little overlap was ob-

served between up-regulated genes in cyc8D strains and down-

regulated genes in tup1D strains (P-value > 0.99). An expression

heat map also confirmed an overlap in regulated genes, because

increased expression in one mutant strain was often mirrored in

the second mutant strain (Fig. 3A,B, groups A, B, and C). A similar

trend was also observed for down-regulated genes (Fig. 3A,B,

groups D, E, and F). Genes in each one of these categories (regu-

lated by both Cyc8 and Tup1, by Tup1 alone, or by Cyc8 alone)

were validated by qRT-PCR (Supplemental Fig. 5.) The strains used

in our studies were created in a BY4742/MATa background, which

allowed us to follow gene expression levels of internal controls,

such as the a-cell-specific transcripts STE2 that are negatively reg-

ulated by Cyc8–Tup1; we also compared gene expression levels of

the known Cyc8–Tup1 target FLO genes, HXT genes, and the DNA

damage-induced gene RNR3 in each strain (Fig. 3C). As previously

reported (Ozcan and Johnston 1995; Fleming and Pennings 2001;

Kim et al. 2003), all of these genes were up-regulated in the absence

of either CYC8 or TUP1.

The overlap of up-regulated genes between cyc8D and tup1D

strains appeared more significant than that for down-regulated

genes (Fig. 3A), confirming that the primary common function of

Cyc8 and Tup1 is to regulate gene expression negatively. This ob-

servation becomes more obvious when we increased the stringency

Figure 3. Cyc8 and Tup1 show common and individual global effects on
transcriptional regulation. (A) Venn diagram showing the overlap of regu-
lated genes (Q-value <0.05; fold change >1.5) in cyc8D or tup1D strain
relative to wild-type strain. The overlap P-value is estimated based on
a Fisher’s exact test. (B) A heat map to show gene expression level in each
sample. Each row represents a differentially expressed gene in the cyc8D or
tup1D strain relative to the wild-type strain, and each column represents
a sample. Samples were hierarchically clustered, and the expression values
for each gene from all seven samples were scaled to a range between �1
and 1. Nucleosomes were grouped and labeled based on the Venn dia-
grams in A. (C ) Histograms showing expression levels of four known Cyc8–
Tup1 target genes in cyc8D, tup1D, and wild-type strains.
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of the cutoffs to define regulated genes. For example, based on

a Q-value cutoff of 0.01 and a fold change cutoff of 2, 185 genes

are up-regulated in both cyc8D and tup1D strains, with an over-

lapping P-value of 1 3 10�119, whereas only 33 common genes are

down-regulated, with an overlapping P-value of 1 3 10�36 (Sup-

plemental Fig. 6). Functional enrichment analyses revealed that

the up-regulated genes play major roles in transcriptional regu-

lation and sugar trans-membrane transport activities (Table 2).

A few differences in global transcriptional effects of CYC8 and

TUP1 loss were also observed. More genes were down-regulated in

tup1D strains than in cyc8D strains (Fig. 3A); this trend was main-

tained even with an increase in the cutoff stringency used to define

regulated genes (Supplemental Fig. 6). Indeed, genes classified in

a ‘‘RNA polymerase activity’’ Ontology group are enriched in the

set of genes that are down-regulated in tup1D strains; however, this

enrichment was not observed for genes down-regulated in cyc8D

strains (Table 2).

Cyc8 and Tup1 repress TATA-containing genes by nucleosome
reorganization

The Cyc8–Tup1 complex may preferentially regulate genes con-

taining TATA-boxes on promoters. Our analyses revealed a strong

preference of Cyc8 and Tup1 binding to promoters of TATA-con-

taining genes based on public Cyc8 and Tup1 ChIP-chip data (Fig.

4A; Venters et al. 2011). By ranking genes based on the intensity of

Cyc8 or Tup1 binding at promoters, we observed that 25% of the

top 1000 genes bound by Cyc8 and 22% of the top 1000 genes

bound by Tup1 have TATA-containing promoters. The percentage

of TATA-containing promoters decreased in lower-ranking Cyc8-

or Tup1-bound genes and is at least 5 percentage points lower in

the middle or bottom 1000 genes. We also observed a strong cor-

relation between the frequency of TATA-containing genes and the

significance of expression up-regulation in cyc8D or tup1D strains

relative to wild-type cells; however, this correlation was not ob-

served for down-regulated genes (Fig. 4B). For genes that were up-

regulated, the correlation coefficients reach 0.92 in cyc8D strains

and 0.85 in tup1D strains, respectively; however, the correlation

coefficients are only 0.03 and 0.12 for down-regulated genes.

We then asked whether the Cyc8–Tup1 complex was physi-

cally associated with the promoters of their putative gene targets.

Genes up-regulated in cyc8D strains significantly overlapped with

genes bound by Cyc8 or Tup1 in wild-type cells. Similar results

were observed for genes up-regulated in tup1D strains (Table 2),

suggesting that Cyc8 and Tup1 bind to promoters of these genes

and repress their transcription. However, no significant overlap

was observed between Cyc8–Tup1-bound genes and genes that are

down-regulated in the cyc8D or tup1D strains, indicating that these

genes are not direct targets of Cyc8–Tup1, and that the down-

regulation in tup1D or cyc8D strains is likely a secondary effect of

CYC8 or TUP1 loss. In addition, we observed both gain and loss of

nucleosomes on promoters of up-regulated genes; in contrast,

down-regulated genes were not significantly overlapped with

genes with nucleosome changes on promoters (Table 2). Collec-

tively, these results suggest that Cyc8–Tup1 target genes tend to be

TATA-containing genes up-regulated in cyc8D and tup1D strains

along with changes in nucleosome positioning, and genes that

were down-regulated in these strains, however, are likely second-

ary or nonspecific targets.

To further investigate the direct effect of Cyc8–Tup1 on

chromatin structures, we defined 281 Cyc8–Tup1 direct target

genes that show Cyc8 or Tup1 binding in wild-type cells and ex-

pression increase upon CYC8 or TUP1 loss. We then plotted nu-

cleosome occupancy change flanking TSS of the target genes. For

comparison, the same plot was also done for all yeast genes (Fig.

4C). The effects of Cyc8–Tup1 loss on direct target genes showed

the same trend with their global effects on all yeast genes, whereas

the effect on target genes is clearly stronger than the global effects.

More severe nucleosome loss was observed on both promoters and

gene bodies of the target genes relative to all yeast genes, whereas

nucleosome gain was observed preferentially on gene bodies.

A typical example for the functional mechanisms
of the Cyc8–Tup1 complex

Although the chromatin alterations in tup1D and cyc8D strains on

some Cyc8–Tup1 target genes appear to be pure nucleosome loss

on promoters, e.g., for the genes HXT13 and FLO9 (Fig. 2A), a more

general trend revealed by statistical anal-

ysis is extensive nucleosome rearrange-

ment including both nucleosome gain

and loss between the promoter and the 59

end of the gene body (Figs. 2D, 4C), as

was observed in the cases of STE2 and

RNR3 (Fig. 2A). The promoter region of

the HXT8 gene represents a typical target

region of the Cyc8–Tup1 complex (Fig. 5).

A TATA-box is located 85 bp upstream of

the start codon of HXT8 (Fig. 5A), the P

nucleosome is located immediately up-

stream of the TATA-box of HXT8 in wild-

type cells (Fig. 5B), and Cyc8 and Tup1

binding was observed on the promoter

(Fig. 5C). The P nucleosome disappears

in both cyc8D and tup1D strains; in-

terestingly, the �1 and +1 nucleosomes

flanking the P nucleosomes are shifted in

these strains. As a result, all the neigh-

boring nucleosomes in this region appear

to be shifted by half of a nucleosome size.

The loss of the P nucleosome in the ab-

Table 2. Biological features associated with differential genes in cyc8D or tup1D

Feature
category

Feature
name

cyc8D
expression

tup1D
expression

Up Down Up Down

Major function (GO terms) Transcription factor activity Y Y
Sequence-specific DNA binding Y Y
Sugar transmembrane transporter

activity
Y Y

Symporter activity Y Y
RNA polymerase activity Y
RNA binding Y
Nucleotide binding Y
ATP-dependent RNA helicase

activity
Y

Nucleosome change
(TSS �500 to 500 bp)

Nucleosome gaining Y Y
Nucleosome loss Y Y
Nucleosome shift Y Y

Cyc8–Tup1 binding Cyc8 binding Y Y
Tup1 binding Y Y

Y is assigned when P < 1 3 10�5 or the difference of P between up-regulated and down-regulated
reaches 1000-fold, or the Q-value <0.05 for GO terms.
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sence of CYC8 or TUP1 would allow transcription factors to bind

the promoter sequence, which could then facilitate transcriptional

activation, as can be proved by the derepression of HXT8 in cyc8D

and tup1D cells (Fig. 5D). The gene IMA5 that is located 797 bp

upstream of HXT8 on the reverse strand shares a common inter-

genic region with HXT8, and a TATA-box is located 87 bp upstream

of this gene; interestingly, similar trends in Cyc8–Tup1 binding,

nucleosome rearrangement, and expression change are also ob-

served for this gene (Fig. 5).

Discussion
Previous investigations of Cyc8–Tup1 function in gene expression

regulation were limited in focus to single or several genes, pro-

viding locus-specific details for the functional mechanisms of

this corepressor (Cooper et al. 1994; Ozcan and Johnston 1995;

Fleming and Pennings 2001; Li and Reese 2001; Davie et al. 2002).

Until now, the mechanisms underlying Cyc8–Tup1-mediated

repression of only a handful of genes had been explored. The nu-

cleosome occupancy profiling in this work provides an op-

portunity to look at the Cyc8–Tup1 effect at single-nucleotide

resolution. By whole-genome-scale comparative analysis of nu-

cleosome organization and gene expression between cyc8D, tup1D,

and wild-type cells, we are now able to summarize some general

features of Cyc8–Tup1 function in a statistical way. Public genomic

data, such as the ChIP-chip profiling of Cyc8–Tup1 binding sites

(Venters et al. 2011) and TATA-containing gene set (Basehoar et al.

2004), also provide robust resources for discerning general mech-

anisms of the Cyc8–Tup1 corepressor.

Multiple maps of genome-wide nucleosome locations in

Saccharomyces cerevisiae are now available ( Jiang and Pugh 2009).

These studies indicate that nucleosome locations play a large role

in transcriptional regulation of gene expression by allowing and/or

blocking the access of transcriptional modulators. Similarly, our

identification of the Cyc8–Tup1-dependent P nucleosome in the

previously characterized nucleosome-free region (NFR) suggests

a new mode of regulation by variation in nucleosome position and

occupancy. The NFR is highly enriched for binding sites, such as

the TATA-box, and is recognized by specific transcription factors

(Xiao et al. 1998; Sun et al. 2009) that typically bind close to the

location of transcriptional initiation sites. Therefore, factors that

positively and negatively regulate NFR accessibility may ultimately

affect transcriptional activation.

Although most high-throughput nucleosome positioning

investigations reveal an NFR region at the location immediately

upstream of TSS between the �111 bp and �5 bp, some reports

indicate that TSS proximal regions for some genes can also be oc-

cupied by promoter nucleosomes. The P nucleosomes we observed

are different from these previously reported promoter nucleo-

somes. For example, a recent work revealed a set of promoter nu-

cleosomes that tend to retain high occupancy. These nucleosomes

are fuzzy and are evenly distributed across the entire promoter

region (�400 bp to 0 bp relative to the TSS) but not necessarily in

Figure 4. The Cyc8–Tup1 complex regulates TATA-containing genes
via nucleosome organization. (A) Frequency of TATA-containing genes
plotted as a function of Cyc8 or Tup1 binding intensity. We ranked the
genes by Cyc8 or Tup1 binding intensity from highest to lowest, and use
1000-gene sliding windows in 10-gene increments down each rank to
produce overlapping groups. Then the percentage of TATA-containing
genes in each group was calculated. (B) Frequency of TATA-containing
genes plotted as function of fold expression change in the cyc8D or the
tup1D strain relative to the wild-type strain. Genes were ranked based on
the expression fold change and grouped into 100-gene bins with no
overlap between any two bins. The fraction of the TATA-containing genes
in each bin was plotted against the corresponding average gene expres-
sion fold change. Correlation coefficients were calculated based on the
Spearman method. Up-regulated genes (top panels) and down-regulated
genes (bottom panels) were analyzed separately. (C ) Nucleosome occu-
pancy change plotted as function of distance to transcription start sites of
either all yeast genes or Cyc8–Tup1 target genes, as defined by Cyc8–
Tup1 binding and expression change upon loss of these factors. Nucleo-
some occupancy increases (left panels) and occupancy decreases (right
panels) were analyzed separately.
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the NFR (�111 bp to 5 bp) (Tirosh and Barkai 2008). As a result, the

associated promoter does not have a robust nucleosome pattern

composed of a well-positioned�1 nucleosome, an NFR, and a well-

positioned +1 nucleosome. The previously described promoter

nucleosomes indicate high plasticity of gene expression but do not

imply gene repression. In contrast, the P nucleosomes that we

describe have low occupancy and are located in the canonical

nucleosome-free regions (NFR) with well-positioned flanking �1

and +1 nucleosomes. Furthermore, the P nucleosomes are stabi-

lized as part of the repressive chromatin architecture created by

the Cyc8–Tup1 corepressor, and thus contribute to transcription

repression.

Stabilization of the P nucleosome in canonical NFRs of TATA-

containing genes as we observe for the Cyc8–Tup1 corepressor may

reflect a common mechanism for repression, because multiple

factors appear to positively or negatively regulate the NFR. Our

analysis based on public data sets indicate that at least eight of

25 chromatin-remodeling factors show stronger binding on TATA-

containing promoters relative to the promoters that contain no

TATA-box (Supplemental Fig. 7). These factors include Rsc8 (Cairns

et al. 1996), Nhp6a (Stillman 2010), Asf1 (Green et al. 2005), Swi3

(Sarnowski et al. 2002), Itc1 (Ruiz et al. 2003), and Pob3 (Brewster

et al. 1998), as well as Cyc8 and Tup1 investigated in this study.

Four factors appear to prefer to bind promoters that contain no

TATA-box, including Aor1 (Krogan et al. 2003), Swr1 (Mizuguchi

et al. 2004), Vps72 (Wu et al. 2005), and Swc1 (Krogan et al. 2003).

Interestingly, all these factors are components of the Swr1 com-

plex, which exchanges the histone H2A.Z for H2A on promoters.

Previous investigations revealed that the Rsc complex can exclude

nucleosomes in the NFR and increase its size, which results in the

increase in accessibility of transcription factors that positively

regulate the expression of Rsc target genes (Badis et al. 2008;

Figure 5. A typical organization of nucleosomes by the Cyc8–Tup1 corepressor complex. (A) The intergenic region between HXT8 and IMA5 contains
two TATA boxes (bold black) located 85 and 87 bp upstream of the start codons of HXT8 and IMA5, respectively. (B) Nucleosome occupancy and
occupancy change across the promoter regions between HXT8 and IMA5. (Ovals) Canonical nucleosomes (skyblue) or the ‘‘P nucleosome’’ (yellow)
defined in this study. Genes (purple arrows) are labeled below. Each of the top three tracks represents nucleosome occupancy in each sample. The cyc8D-
wild-type and tup1D-wild-type tracks show the net occupancy difference between the corresponding samples and were plotted to show nucleosome gain
(black; positive) or nucleosome loss (gray; negative). (Red dashed lines) The shift of nucleosomes between cell types. (C ) Cyc8 and Tup1 binding
enrichment on the promoters of HXT8 and IMA5 based on public ChIP-chip data in wild-type strains. (D) Expression change of HXT8 and IMA5 in cyc8D and
tup1D strains based on microarray data.
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Hartley and Madhani 2009). Only recently has a negative regulator

of the NFR region been described. The ATP-dependent Isw2 re-

modeling complex can negatively regulate the size of the NFR, and

hence accessibility of transcriptional activators, by sliding nucleo-

somes from the gene bodies and into the middle of the NFRs of

many of its targets (Yadon et al. 2010; Sadeh and Allis 2011).

The functions of Cyc8–Tup1 have been linked to the Isw2

complex (Zhang and Reese 2004a,b; Rizzo et al. 2011). However,

previous studies of Cyc8–Tup1-mediated regulation of nucleosome

positions at target genes have not previously described the exis-

tence of the P nucleosome in the NFR. It is likely that this P nu-

cleosome was not previously detected because of its low occupancy

levels. Our data combined with previous studies suggest that the

Isw2 complex may be used to mobilize nucleosomes into preferred

positions for repression, and the Cyc8–Tup1 complex may func-

tion to specifically lock the P nucleosome over the TATA-box in

order to block access to the TATA-binding protein and negatively

regulate expression of gene targets.

Methods

Yeast knockout strains
Yeast strains were created by standard procedures by amplifying
the knockout cassette from the corresponding strain in the Open
Biosystems yeast knockout collection and transforming it into
BY4742 strains. Transformants were selected by G418 resistance
and confirmed by standard PCR techniques.

Isolation of nucleosomal DNA

To determine the differences in nucleosome positioning in yeast
between wild-type (BY4742), cyc8D, and tup1D strains, yeast strains
BY4742, YSC1021-550429, yMW130, yMW147, and yMW149
were grown to a final OD600nm of 0.8 in 200 mL of YEP containing
2% glucose. Cells were chemically cross-linked for 30 min by
adding formaldehyde solution to a final concentration of 2%. The
cross-linking reaction was then quenched for 5 min following the
addition of glycine to a final concentration of 125 mM. Cells were
then collected and washed two times in 20 mL of 13 PBS. Next,
each sample was resuspended in 3 mL of a 1 M sorbitol, 50 mM Tris-
HCl (pH 7.4) solution with freshly added 10 mM b-mercapto-
ethanol. Then 0.25 mg/mL 100T Zymolase (ICN) was added to each
sample, and samples were incubated for 30 min at 30°C while
shaking. Next, samples were harvested and resuspended in 2 mL of
a 1 M sorbitol, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 5 mM MgCl,
1 mM CaCl, and 0.075% Nonidet-P-40 solution containing 100
units of RNase I (Roche) and freshly added 1 mM b-mercapto-
ethanol and 500 mM spermidine. Samples were then aliquoted into
6 Eppendorf tubes containing 0, 0.1 unit/mL, 0.2 unit/mL, 0.3
unit/mL, 0.4 unit/mL, or 0.6 unit/mL of MNase (Sigma-Aldrich).
Samples were incubated for 45 min at 37°C on a nutator. To ter-
minate the MNase digestion, 75 mL of a 5% SDS, 50 mM EDTA
solution was added to each sample. Next, 15 mL of Proteinase K
solution (20 mg/mL; Sigma-Aldrich) was added to each sample,
and samples were then incubated overnight at 65°C. DNA was
isolated from each sample by standard phenol:chloroform ex-
traction techniques and resuspended in 30 mL of DNA loading
buffer and 2 units of RNase I (Roche). Samples were then subjected
to electrophoresis through 2% agarose, and the DNA from each
array of time points migrating near the 150-bp mark was excised,
combined, and purified by using the QIAGEN gel extraction kit
(QIAGEN) and then subjected to another round of phenol:
chloroform extraction.

Nucleosome occupancy calculation

Short sequencing reads were mapped to the S. cerevisiae reference
genome (version SGD/sacCer1, UCSC Oct 2003) by ELAND and
then analyzed based on DANPOS (http://code.google.com/p/
danpos/) (Chen et al. 2012). The average size of the DNA frag-
ments in each sample was estimated by cross-strand Pearson
correlation. The 59 end of each uniquely mapped and high-
quality read was shifted half a fragment size toward the 39 end of
the DNA and then extended 37 bp in both directions. Nucleo-
some occupancy at each base pair was calculated as read cover-
age. After calculating occupancy for each sample, we performed
quantile normalization for all nine samples (three biological
replicates per strain). Reference occupancy data for each of the
three strains were generated by calculating the average of the
three replicates.

Nucleosome calling

Nucleosome positions were first called by using a sliding window
of 40 bp to identify a ‘‘bell’’-shaped curve supported by at least
five reads, with the occupancy summit in the middle of the
sliding window. Neighboring ‘‘bell’’-shaped curves that were
<110 bp apart were merged as one curve. Each nucleosome was
then determined by the summit and neighboring edges of the
‘‘bell’’-shaped curve. The edges were determined by searching for
the lowest flanking occupancy valleys. We set the requirements
such that the nucleosome edges were at least 40 bp but no more
than 110 bp away from the summit. Each nucleosome call was
counted once in plotting average nucleosome count flanking TSS,
and the position of each count was assigned to the summit
position.

Data reproducibility analysis

We generated reference occupancy data by taking the average of all
nine samples, in which a total of 66,167 reference nucleosomes
were identified. For each reference nucleosome, the occupancy
summit value was retrieved from each of the nine samples to
construct a 66,167 3 9 data matrix for the reproducibility analysis
with the following three metrics: (1) pairwise Pearson correlation
of occupancy between replicates; (2) Fisher’s exact P-value for the
overlap of high-occupancy nucleosomes between replicates (high-
occupancy nucleosomes of each replicate were identified as those
whose occupancy values were higher than the genome average);
and (3) hierarchical clustering of all nine samples based on Eu-
clidean distance of the top 5% of nucleosomes with a high stan-
dard deviation (SD).

Detecting nucleosome changes

With the current genome coverage, tag distribution along the ge-
nome could be modeled by a Poisson distribution, with one pa-
rameter l for both the mean and the variance of the distribution.
To estimate the significance of observed nucleosome occupancy at
each base pair in a treatment sample, we calculated the P-value
based on Poisson distribution, with l defined by the nucleosome
occupancy at the same base pair in a control sample. To compen-
sate for the potential experimental variations between the bi-
ological replicates, three replicates of each strain were merged, and
then nucleosome changes were identified between strains. Next,
Poisson-based P-values at each base pair were transformed to
a score as�log10(P-value) (e.g., a P-value of 1 3 10�5 is transformed
to 5). Differential nucleosome peaks were called from the score
data based on the same method used for nucleosome calling.
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Microarray and sequencing

All information related to microarray, sequencing, and PCR ex-
periments are provided in the Supplemental material.

Data access
All data have been submitted to the NCBI Gene Expression Om-
nibus (GEO) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under accession
number GSE37467.
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